Abstract. This article examines Seagram's institutional and brand advertising during the 1930s to illuminate how the Canadian distiller often muddied the meanings of moderation and respectability in its quest for legitimacy and mass markets. Even as Seagram's ads counseled moderation, they also blurred the boundaries between having a good time and having "one too many." The intended emphasis on the importance of responsible drinking was clear, but Seagram's advertisements left the definition of moderation vague enough to encompass drinking behaviors that could easily venture into excess. Much as the alcoholism-as-disease paradigm shifted blame for problem drinking from alcoholic beverage producers to individuals, Seagram's constructions of respectability helped to enshrine the ethic of individual responsibility as the dominant frame for evaluating how Americans should manage potentially harmful commodities. By associating moderation with masculine virtue, middle-class respectability, and the achievement of financial security, Seagram's advertising helped to naturalize individual responsibility as the common-sense solution to problems of liquor control.
After the repeal of Prohibition in December 1933, American vintners, brewers, and distillers faced a monumental consumer education challenge. Creating brand identities and raising brand awareness was the relatively easy part. Far more challenging -and consequential -was the task of recalibrating consumers' tastes and drinking behaviors. During the thirteen-year dry experiment, many Americans had consumed illicit alcohol in settings that encouraged excess and had come to value bathtub gins, basement wines, and other homebrews more for their kick than their taste. Estimates of alcohol consumption during Prohibition marked a decisive trend toward more potent alcoholic beverages, with spirits comprising roughly 75 percent of the absolute alcohol consumed and beer comprising only 15 percent, a sharp reversal from 1919, when beer consumption outpaced spirits by 18 percentage points (55 percent to 37 percent). 1 If alcohol producers were to make repeal a suc-cess, they would not only have to teach consumers what commercial-grade alcohol should taste like, smell like, look like, and feel like going down, but they would also have to teach Americans the etiquette (and imperative) of responsible drinking. Alcohol producers in essence had to cultivate new kinds of consumer knowledge to advance the cultural and political legitimacy of their still morally suspect industry and products. Examining how alcohol producers encouraged new drinking behaviors in the wake of repeal enhances our understanding of how once illicit (and morally suspect) commodities have moved from the margins of respectability into the mainstream. Historians of psychoactive commerce have argued that licit drugs such as alcohol, caffeine, and tobacco escaped stringent regulation in part because consumers perceive them to be less harmful than illicit drugs and diverse communities have integrated their use into deeply entrenched cultural rituals. 2 What such arguments fail to explain, however, is how those perceptions of reduced harm took root and how tastemakers revived and reinvented older cultural rituals to establish alcohol's mainstream respectability. This article uses Seagram's institutional and brand advertising as a case study to illuminate how the Canadian distiller attempted to accomplish such ends during the first decade after repeal.
In 1934 Seagram launched a multi-decade series of institutional advertisements promoting the virtues of moderation. Generally well-regarded but occasionally controversial, Seagram's moderation ads exhorted alcohol consumers to avoid drinking while driving or hunting, to put the necessities of life ahead of the luxury of liquor, and to savor whiskey as a connoisseur rather than guzzling it. Seagram's call for moderation not only attempted to build goodwill and rehabilitate the company's reputation as socially responsible, but it also aimed to jettison whiskey's much-maligned lower-class image and restore its dignity as the beverage of cultured gentlemen.
Biographers of Samuel Bronfman, the head of Seagram, have credited him as the brains behind the moderation campaign, an idea that Bronfman claimed initially encountered skepticism from the New York advertising agency he hired to create the ads. 3 Bronfman's appeal to moderation, however, was neither as daring nor original as such claims implied. In the wake of Prohibition's repeal, trade associations representing brewers, vintners, and distillers all championed moderation to secure respectability for their products and inoculate themselves against attacks from drys. Advertising campaigns sponsored by the California Wine Advisory Board and the United States Brewers' Foundation, for example, attempted to normalize drinking by associating wine and beer with wholesome domesticity and encouraging hospitality-conscious housewives to serve the beverages at social gatherings. 4 Even so, contradictory messaging within alcohol advertising often muddied the meanings of moderation and respectability. Even as Seagram's institutional ads counseled moderation, they also blurred the boundaries between having a good time and having "one too many." Such ambiguities were even more pronounced in Seagram's brand advertising -not surprisingly given the mission to sell more whiskey. The intended emphasis on the importance of responsible drinking was clear, but Seagram's institutional and brand advertisements left the definition of moderation vague enough to encompass drinking behaviors that could easily venture into excess. Simply put, Seagram endeavored to create a respectable image, but it did so with a wink and a nod.
Seagram's deft constructions of respectability illuminate how the ethic of individual responsibility became the dominant frame for evaluating how Americans should manage the pleasures and perils of potentially harmful commodities -a development that many other purveyors of licit psychoactive commerce and fattening foods also helped to foster. This way of thinking, of course, had deep historical roots in the Enlightenment and American traditions of individualism, but it acquired additional cultural resonance after the repeal of Prohibition, when Americans confronted the challenges of reintegrating a previously illicit commodity into mainstream society and social rituals. Much as the alcoholism-as-disease paradigm shifted blame for problem drinking from alcoholic beverage producers to psychologically troubled individuals, alcohol advertising campaigns performed similar cultural work by entrusting individuals with responsibility for moderate drinking and by associating moderation with masculine virtue, middle-class respectability, and the achievement of financial security. 5 Even as Seagram's advertising muddled the meanings of moderation, I argue, it enlisted these tropes of class and gender to help naturalize the ethic of individual responsibility as the common-sense solution to problems of liquor control.
tHe moderAtIon cAmpAIgn And tHe polItIcs of tHe greAt depressIon Seagram faced tremendous public relations hurdles and slackening consumer demand as the company began developing ideas for both its institutional moderation campaign and its brand advertising. Although opponents of Prohibition had confidently predicted that repeal would revitalize the national economy, eliminate liquor black markets, and usher in a new era of responsible social drinking, the results one year out were sorely disappointing. Bootleggers and home distillers had not fully closed shop and they continued to siphon off consumer demand for legal liquor. Consumer demand also fell short of expectations because, as Michael Marrus writes, "many Americans had simply lost the drinking habit during prohibition, and many others were simply too hard hit by the Depression to purchase liquor." 6 More troubling still, counterfeiters tarnished the reputation of commercial liquor by filling used bottles of branded whiskey or their fake replicas with low-grade liquor. 7 Some of the industry's injuries were self-inflicted. At the time of repeal, existing U.S. stocks of aged whiskey "were critically low," a mere "20 million gallons of whiskey on hand, compared with the more than 60 million gallons of surplus whiskey when Prohibition began." 8 Whiskey makers eager to make a quick profit flooded the market with cheap, poor quality whiskey and marketed un-aged whiskies as "pre-Prohibition blends." As Frank Schwengel, president of Seagram, explained, these whiskies "justly acquired an unenviable notoriety and much adverse publicity." 9 To make matters worse, many drinkers, not well versed in the distinctions between a blended whiskey and a straight, assumed that blended whiskey was something akin to the adulterated or diluted bootleg whiskey they had imbibed during Prohibition. 10 Such public perceptions were particularly devastating for Seagram, since it manufactured only blends, a type of whiskey made by adding neutral grain spirits to aged whiskey. As a Canadian firm, however, Seagram, along with its Canadian and British rivals, retained one crucial advantage over U.S. whiskey firms: Seagram's comparatively robust inventory of mellowed liquor enabled the company to deliver a quality product and strengthened its ability to shape consumer tastes and American ways of drinking.
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A general public mistrust of alcoholic beverage producers compounded the challenges facing the newly legal industry. Although a healthy majority supported repeal, their opposition to Prohibition did not invariably translate into approval of drinking or support for the industry. 12 The big whiskey houses like Seagram and Schenley had soiled their reputations by virtue of their Prohibition-era partnerships with bootleggers. Seagram, Hiram Walker, and other Canadian distillers became further embroiled in controversy when the United States government demanded payment of back taxes on the liquor their agents smuggled across the border during Prohibition -a claim Seagram settled for $1.5 million in 1936. 13 Almost straight out of the gates, then, Seagram faced a steep uphill climb to rebuild public trust and rehabilitate the image of blended whiskies.
Advertising in leading American newspapers and mainstream magazines such as Life, Esquire, and Collier's enabled Seagram to introduce itself on its own terms to many Americans who knew little or nothing about the Canadian distiller or its brands. Advertising in these forums by no means guaranteed national exposure since stricter state regulations of alcohol advertising superseded federal regulations and many states, including some that remained dry, prohibited liquor advertising altogether.
14 Magazines with national circulation could skirt such regulations, but newspapers that served local and regional audiences could not. Seagram placed its first moderation ads in 165 leading newspapers and later purchased space in news magazines, business journals, and trade publications.
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In taking up the task of courting public goodwill, Seagram joined dozens of other large corporations and the National Association of Manufacturers in what amounted to a "public relations craze" during the 1930s. Corporations like General Motors, Ford, Westinghouse, and AT&T launched major public relations campaigns to persuade a skeptical public that big business held the answers to the country's economic woes and was better positioned than any set of New Deal regulations to improve the standard of living for the common man. Eager to rescue the free enterprise system from government regulation, such firms deployed populist imagery and rhetoric to befriend the masses and give the corporation a "soul." 16 Seagram did not have to answer critics who blamed corporate greed for the economic collapse and slow recovery, but like other corporations it did have to convince the public that it operated with their best interests at heart. Simply put, Seagram had to shed distillers' image as "merchants of booze." Because of the whiskey industry's historical affiliation with working-class saloons, the populist approach that dominated public relations work in the 1930s seemed less apt. To transform whiskey drinking from a badge of dishonor into a badge of distinction, Seagram crafted its appeal not for the common man but for the well placed and the middlebrow.
Seagram executives had enough savvy to recognize that consumers would view the company's efforts to promote moderation with deep skepticism. How sincere could Seagram be, many might wonder, when the company also dedicated millions of merchandising and advertising dollars to boosting sales of whiskey? The moderation campaign would succeed as a public relations venture, an in-house publication observed, only if it managed to "tread the line between sincerity and hypocrisy." 17 Seagram initially attempted to strike that delicate balance by aligning its interest in industry self-preservation with consumers' interest in preserving hard-won personal liberties. "There is a common problem which you as consumers and we as distillers share," a 1936 ad declared. "It is the right use of liquor -drinking in moderation. Your interest is in the continued enjoyment of your personal liberty. Our interest is the many millions of dollars we have invested in American plants, payrolls, grain and good-will."
18 Those words acknowledged that Seagram, like other members of the alcoholic beverage industry, had not yet fully earned its place in the public's good graces, but it reminded drinkers that they, too, shared a responsibility for making repeal work. Seagram, in essence, defined the industry's social responsibility and the drinker's individual responsibility as flip sides of the same coin.
The moderation campaign ads also subtly cast the alcoholic beverage industry in a favorable light relative to big business in general. Unlike other corporations tainted by the deepening economic Depression, Seagram could deny any role in creating the crisis and even heralded its role in solving the crisis. "As part of a reborn industry," a 1935 moderation ad asserted, Seagram had contributed liquor taxes to federal and state treasuries, added thousands to its payrolls, and buoyed farmers and a host of allied industries through purchases of grain, barrels, glass, tin, cork, aluminum, and transportation services. 19 Perhaps, Seagram hoped, the public would recognize Seagram's contributions to the economy's resurrection as evidence of the whiskey giant's own moral rehabilitation.
Seagram also deployed a tried and true tactic that many industries, from snack food makers to oil conglomerates, have used to deflect public criticism: it coopted the language of its opponents. 20 A 1937 moderation ad titled "We Don't Want Your Bread Money" stressed that liquor was a luxury "to be bought and enjoyed only after the necessities are provided… We don't want to sell whiskey to anyone who buys it at a sacrifice of the necessities or decencies" (Figure 1 ). The advertisement's dramatic illustration, a black-andwhite drawing of a woman's weathered hands cutting a slice of bread from a partially eaten loaf, consumed half of the full-page ad. Showing only the hands and torso, the ad evoked the loneliness and despair of the woman who tightly grips what must be an old loaf in order to slice it. 21 The image of an impoverished woman struggling to feed her family on mere scraps played on old temperance imagery of the forlorn housewife, condemned to poverty by a husband who squandered his earnings at the saloon. The reference to "bread money" in the ad's title also evoked "blood money," its alliterative cousin, suggesting that buying whiskey before necessities betrayed a man's honor as well as his breadwinning obligations. The man of little means who squandered family income on drink made for a particularly pathetic figure, one who, in the view of alcoholism experts, drank to "escape… the demands of true manhood and the husband/provider role it entailed." 22 By stressing that Seagram sought only customers with "definite incomes and definite obligations," Seagram's "Bread Money" ad not only affirmed the distiller's own sense of social responsibility, but it also hinted at the type of men Seagram saw as its ideal customers. 23 These were not wayward bachelors or lonely forgotten men, but affluent, responsible family men with a proven record of meeting financial obligations. The responsible, moderate whiskey drinker, in short, possessed the virtues of the iconic middle-class breadwinner: a man with a mortgage, a bank account, and a family to provide for. The emerging group of authorities on alcoholism made similar distinctions between moderate drinkers and problem drinkers. Unlike prohibitionists, who saw "drinking as an economic threat to all families or to society as a whole," Lori Rotskoff writes, the alcoholism movement based their assessment of problem drinking on "the degree to which a man's drinking interfered with his breadwinning obligations." Such assessments reflected experts' class bias against working-class drinking. According to one alcoholism expert, a normal drinker might even occasionally get drunk, but would still be regarded as a moderate drinker so long as his alcohol expenditures did not "jeopardize the economic welfare of his family or business." A man who spent money on alcohol "in disproportion to his budget," on the other hand, could not be considered a moderate drinker. Alcoholism experts "granted men the right to drink, but not at the expense of a family's right to consume desired goods." In the latter regard, they shared much in common with temperance reformers.
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The text and illustration of "We Don't Want Your Bread Money" worked in conjunction to harmonize two dueling sensibilities in 1930s popular culture: sympathy for those who had fallen on hard times through no fault of their own, and a yearning for the return of traditional values that valorized individualism and self-reliance. 25 Seagram's sympathy for the downtrodden wore thin, however, and sometimes edged into contempt for the financially insolvent problem drinker. A rather scolding ad, titled "Pay Your Bills First," insisted that "No person should spend a cent for liquor until the necessities of living are provided -and paid for. Bills for groceries… clothes… shoes… rent… light… heat… doctors… have the first call on America's payroll" (Figure 2 ). The ad reflected the whiskey industry's awareness that its legitimacy was pro-bationary and subject to reversal: "The very existence of legalized liquor in this country depends upon the civilized manner in which it is consumed. In the long run… it is good business for us to say 'pay your bills first.'" Here drinking in a "civilized manner" had less to do with the art of gracious living than with the drinker's economic status. Like the faceless consumer in "We Don't Want Your Bread Money," the illustration for "Pay Your Bills First" featured the disembodied hands of a man searching a coin purse for change. 26 The face- less consumer, perhaps a visual metaphor for the forgotten man, again harkened back to temperance narratives that linked problem drinking to poverty. In Seagram's world of responsible drinking, the privilege of drinking whiskey was a privilege that only men of means should enjoy. Seagram's moderation ads also reminded drinkers of their responsibility to avoid harming others. One such ad invited readers to join Seagram "in the crusade for safer, saner driving… Think before you drink! Don't drink before you drive."
27 Another warned against drinking while hunting, insisting that the "true sportsman… never drinks in the field. He protects himself and his fellow sportsmen from traffic harm through carelessness by obeying this personal code, just as he obeys the game and conservation laws." Only after hunting was the time right "for the rich and honest pleasure of fine whiskey."
28 Avoiding harm to others also extended to the example fathers set for their sons. "Nothing is quite so disillusioning to the clear eyes of a youngster as the sight of a man -his own father -who has used liquor unwisely," one ad warned. "The damage goes deeper than momentary shame. Any man who cannot drink wisely and moderately, owes it to his son… his family, not to drink at all." Run on Father's Day in 1938, the ad portrayed a pipe-smoking, cane-bearing middle-aged father enjoying an afternoon walk with his preteen son. Much as fathers imparted wisdom to sons in such intimate moments, they also inducted sons into the realm of responsible manhood by way of example. "The coming generation will be less apt to use liquor intemperately," the ad continued, "if older people will regard it as a luxury and treat it as a contribution to gracious living." 29 Many of the themes set forth in these Depression-era moderation ads borrowed loosely from recognizable temperance movement tropes that cast drinking as a threat to the family. Like their prohibitionist opponents, Seagram associated problem drinking with poverty, unfulfilled breadwinning responsibilities, and deficient fatherly guidance. The essential difference, of course, was that Seagram enlisted these tropes in the service of promoting the pleasures and rewards of moderate drinking. It is striking nonetheless that during the 1930s neither Seagram nor alcoholism experts wholly rejected the temperance movement's paradigm of the problem drinker. Indeed, Seagram executives reserved their harshest criticism and deepest contempt not for the "unfortunate alcoholic" in need of medical attention but for drinkers who had not yet learned how much was too much. As Seagram president Frank Schwengel bluntly observed in a business talk, "In the vanguard of our enemies and contributing largely to the threat of prohibition is… the human pest 'who cannot handle liquor.' " 30 During the Depression many Americans likely shared Schwengel's view, as the habitual drinker who squandered family income mined deep reservoirs of anxiety about the demise of traditional male breadwinning and the loss of financial security.
That Seagram would find value in fighting post-repeal battles for legitimacy partly on old rhetorical turf also underscores the extent to which the industry perceived opponents of alcohol as a continuing threat. Other Depression-era cultural tastemakers, especially Hollywood filmmakers, felt no such constraints and favored "depictions of happy-go-lucky couples swilling cocktails" over temperance plots that cast women and children as the victims of self-indulgent men. 31 In reviving such narratives distillers aimed to beat prohibitionists at their own game. As we shall see, however, Seagram's defensive posture by no means deterred the company's brand advertising -or even its ostensibly sedate moderation ads -from articulating and celebrating the pleasures of whiskey drinking.
to drInk or not to drInk: tHe muddled meAnIngs of moderAtIon Promoting moderation was as much about teaching Americans how and what to drink as it was about teaching them when not to drink. As a first step, Seagram prodded Americans to own up to their bad drinking habits. Some of these bad habits were an inheritance from Prohibition-era excesses. Others, Seagram claimed, resulted from insufficient drinking experience and inadequate knowledge of quality brands. After repeal, Seagram conceded in its first moderation ad, "Many bought unwisely. And drank unwisely." Instead of enjoying whiskey for its "mellow warmth and flavor," as would be right for a good whiskey, Americans guzzled the cheap stuff to get past "its rawness and harshness." Drinking in such a manner, the ad explained, was "not in the tradition of fine living" nor "what any thoughtful person could desire." 32 Seagram's brand advertising offered more specific pointers to train consumers out of their Prohibition-era drinking practices and expectations. Promising "a new deal for your throat," an ad for Calvert, a Seagram-owned distiller, encouraged consumers to "Put your throat on a peace-time basis. Whisky is a pleasure, not a punishment now that CALVERT is here. Plenty of body to it, but doesn't get rough about it. CALVERT feels good going down -smooth and rich. Leaves no mean after taste." 33 The accompanying illustration of a whiskey highball with a twist of barbed wire dramatized the contrast between Calvert and whiskey hot off the still. Calvert could boast of its whiskey's smoothness because it entered repeal with a large store of aged whiskey on hand and thus enjoyed a distinct advantage over competitors -both legal and illegal -in the mid-1930s. Brand advertising took up the task of reeducating consumer's sensory expectations and encouraging consumers reared on Prohibition-era hooch to adopt the habits of whiskey connoisseurs. Those who drank wisely, numerous ads instructed, sipped and lingered over their whiskey instead of bolting it down. One Calvert ad, for example, counseled moderation by instructing drinkers to "sup and sip" and "quench, don't drench, your thirst." 34 Another advised: "Don't hurry your first drink of CALVERT 'to get it over with'… Most CALVERT converts never even think of a chaser." 35 The ad implicitly criticized Americans who drank solely with the intention of getting drunk -why else rush the first drink "to get it over with" and drink chasers to mask a nasty aftertaste? But it also sympathized with American drinkers, suggesting that they would inevitably adopt better drinking habits given the opportunity to purchase better whiskey.
Seagram's moderation campaign ads made the point more bluntly: "Drink Moderately… Drink Better Whiskey." By consuming quality whiskey, Americans could drink less without sacrificing enjoyment. Moderate use of the finest, the ad insisted, was preferable to "the empty satisfaction that follows upon profusion of the second rate." Candidly admitting that quality-conscious consumers could expect to pay at least twice as much, Seagram assured consumers that the extra expense would be worth it. "A pint of good whiskey will bring you more enjoyment, more satisfaction, than a quart of whisky of dubious quality." Notably, the moderation ad did not advise consumers how long the pint of good whiskey should last. Instead it implied that consumers would be unable to drink themselves into oblivion if they mastered the "proper use of whiskey" and learned to take "pleasure in its aroma, its flavor, its mellowness." A far cry from the vulgar saloon rituals of downing shots, moderate whiskey drinking, as Seagram envisioned it, was a leisurely genteel ritual -an essential facet of "gracious living." That dividing line is the extra drink that is 'one too many'… There comes a point when an extra drink brings no extra pleasure. For those who thoughtlessly or through good-natured response to a host's persuasion, drink more than they need for pleasure -there is this to remember: There can be no better judge of moderation than the individual himself.
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As this moderation campaign ad implies, Seagram's failure to quantify excessive drinking was not an unintentional evasion, it was largely the point. In effect, such omissions enabled the whiskey giant to shift responsibility for drunkenness from the liquor makers, where prohibitionists thought it resided, to the individual. In the post-repeal liquor regime, only the individual could monitor his own altered states.
If drinkers wanted to learn from liquor ads how much they could safely and responsibly consume, they would have to read between the lines. If so inclined, they could find permission to engage in drinking behaviors that routinely flirted with crossing the line between just enough and one too many. Consider, for example, Calvert's suggestion to "Linger over your first drink of CALVERT whiskey. Sip it, it's honey-smooth. That deep, rich flavor leaves pleasant memories of the good old days." The invitation to linger over the first drink, of course, implies at least a second and possibly a third and so on. Presumably the "pleasant memories of the good old days" referred to a time before bathtub gin and moonshine when quality liquor was not so hard to find, but the phrase could just as easily have referenced the nostalgic musings of the drinker who has cast all inhibitions aside. 38 Seagram achieved the epitome of ambiguity in a beautiful 1946 ad for Seagram's 7 Crown whiskey illustrated with a highball against a sunset backdrop (Figure 3 ). According to the text, the ad's title -"32,785 'Good Evenings'" -was "just another way of saying that for 89 years, the House of Seagram has been contributing to the good evenings of discriminating people… and that nothing less than 89 years of experience could have produced the smooth perfection of Seagram's 7 Crown." But the slogan "Designed for Your Pleasure Today, Tomorrow and Always" printed at the bottom suggested a less innocuous interpretation . True, the slogan touted the brand's consistent high quality, but it also intimated that whiskey drinking was a regular pastime, enjoyed "today, tomorrow and always" (perhaps not even just in the evening).
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Seagram's advertising also invited consumers to read between the lines by hinting at the altered states moderate whiskey drinking could induce. Euphemisms for a good buzz abounded in Seagram ads. A Calvert ad noted that its whiskey stimulated a pleasant but controlled altered state -"nothing but glowing comfort for the inner man." 40 Similarly, a moderation campaign ad spoke of the "friendly feeling" moderate drinking "engenders." 41 More indirectly still, another Calvert ad promised consumers they would find its "smooth, lower-proof blends not only most pleasing in their flavor and bouquet, but in every way most desirable." Presumably "every way most desirable" included the varied altered states one might experience.
Seagram was perhaps most cynical in fudging the matter of whiskey proof. During the 1930s, Calvert heralded its 86-and 90-proof blends as lowerproof whiskies. Drinkers might assume lower-proof provided some protection against excess. Never mind that at 86-and 90-proof Calvert's blends were as potent as most whiskies on the market. 42 What mattered, the ads implied, was that the genteel drinker knew to aim for the buzz without falling victim to the knock-out punch. Nearly two decades later, a 1959 ad boasted that drinkers could enjoy the smoothness and "easy-going taste" of Calvert's "Full 86 Proof" whiskey -a fact it literally underscored -but still expect a strong whiskey. "No single whiskey, fine as it may be, packs the power to please of the Calvert blend." 43 Consumers could be forgiven if they assumed that a whiskey that "packs the power to please" also packed a punch.
Seagram's ads winked at the consumer so frequently that the ostensibly "sharp dividing line" between moderate and excessive drinking seemed to fade away before one could pin it down. If Seagram's concept of moderation evaded quantification, it did at least offer more clarity on questions of public appearance and social performance. In Seagram's vision, how much liquor individuals drank mattered less than how respectable and self-possessed they looked while drinking. A moderation ad, titled "We Who Make Whiskey Suggest: 'SAY "NO" ' When It's One Drink Too Many," shamed men who could not handle their liquor. While most Americans had learned to exercise "discretion" and maintain "sobriety" in drink, the Moderation ad asserted, "here and there we still find the thoughtless individual whose excess discredits the moderate use of liquor by countless thousands. More often than not this thoughtless individual is not recognizably the 'enemy of society,' or the 'alcoholic.' He is just plain John Citizen, who takes just 'one drink too many.'" 44 Although Seagram's advertising liked to cast moderate drinking as a badge of affluence and gentility, it also retained some of the macho posturing of the saloon, in which drinking without losing self-control became a test of manhood. As another moderation ad asserted, a real man "will not impair his mental and physical resources by excessive indulgence of his tastes. He will see to it that he becomes no burden to his associates. He bends the elbow, but not the knee." 45 Moderation became the measure of the man, but, as the next section will show, so too was his ability to camouflage excess.
blends to tHe rescue In Seagram's vision, the key to moderation hinged less on how much one drank -that was left to the discretion of individual drinkers -than on the type of whiskey one drank. In both its brand advertising and moderation campaign Seagram touted the growing popularity of blended whiskies as evidence that Americans were abandoning their Prohibition-era excesses and embracing moderation. In the late 1930s a series of Calvert ads, titled "America is Learning How to Drink!" heralded "a great nation-wide trend… toward the intelligent, moderate use of lighter, blended whiskies… better whiskies." What made blended whiskies better whiskies was not just their smoothness and fine flavor, the ads claimed, but their lower proof. Such claims were highly deceptive: at 90-proof, the alcohol content reported in the ad's fine print, Calvert hardly qualified as a light alcoholic beverage. 46 Measured against the raw moonshine that Prohibition-era drinkers bolted down, however, a "lighter" blend signified a whiskey that smarter and better mannered drinkers could enjoy in a leisurely fashion. One of Seagram's moderation ads similarly attributed the growing popularity of its Crown Whiskey to "a surprising trend to sensible drinking." Contrary to expert opinion, which assumed "the average American wanted 'just whiskey' at the lowest possible price," Americans, the ad claimed, were paying more to "enjoy the bouquet, warmth, and flavor of fine whiskies." 47 In casting blends as the beverage of genteel sophistication, Seagram also aimed to counter popular perceptions of blends as some kind of imitation whiskey or inferior alternative to the more prestigious straight whiskies. To gain competitive advantage, Seagram's advertising boldly asserted that whiskey blends were superior to straights because they had fewer negative side effects. According to George Mosley, Seagram's marketing director, the strategy originated in a study by the Pease laboratory, which found that "blended whiskey was lower in congeners and better for you than straight whiskeys." Eager to capitalize on such findings, Seagram hired a psychologist to conduct experiments in the Adirondacks in upstate New York on 5,740 men after moderate drinking of Crown whiskies the previous evening. 48 Conducted over 41 days, the Adirondacks study measured restlessness during sleep and tested muscular control, mental accuracy, and appetite the next morning. It found that men were able to perform at 97.2% of normal and experienced no disruptions to their sleep or their appetite for a hearty breakfast. In 1936 and 1937 Seagram publicized the favorable Adirondacks study findings in a series of ads addressed to middle-aged men in their 30s, 40s, and 50s. The ads touted the findings as evidence that moderate drinking of blended whiskies need not exact any next-day toll on personal efficiency: "Seagram's Crown Whiskies will be kind to any man who uses them moderately." Not unlike other Depression-era ads for cereal and packaged foods, the Crown whiskey ads read like a set of tips on the secrets to a happy and healthy life. "The Middle Years will be kind to you," one ad promised, if you " Sleep less than you want. Take short rests throughout the day. Relax before meals." The point of the ads wasn't just to recommend drinking in moderation, it was to demonstrate that men could avoid the nasty side effects commonly associated with drinking whiskey by drinking blended whiskey. Whiskey could become a regular part of a healthy lifestyle so long as men "choose the form of whiskey that is best for you" and "use it moderately." Another ad, urging men to enjoy "moderate and sensible living," assured drinkers they would "never feel your age" if they abstained from the extremes of overwork and hedonistic indulgence: "Avoid late hours, rich foods, overstrain, worry" and "be sure to choose the form of whisky that is best for you" (Figure 4 ). Though described as "average men," the subjects featured in the ads all had degrees from prestigious universities and successful careers as engineers and businessmen. 49 They were, in other words, precisely the sort of men that Seagram's moderation ads upheld as the ideal whiskey consumers: men with "definite incomes and definite obligations" who could appreciate fine whiskey without overdoing it or compromising their breadwinning responsibilities. Seagram might have thought better of running the Adirondacks study ads had they genuinely feared stepping over the "line between sincerity and hypocrisy" in their brand advertising. Federal Alcohol Administration advertising regulations expressly prohibited misleading health claims and "statements relating to analyses, standards, or tests." 50 These ads seemed to violate the spirit, if not the letter of the law. When Seagram's competitors in the straight whiskey business cried foul, the Alcohol Tax Unit ruled against the campaign. 51 In subsequent ads, as we shall see below, Seagram found more covert ways to package similar claims.
The Adirondacks campaign presented consumers with the most seductive of enticements: a purchasable solution to the problem of consumer excess. What could be more convenient than consuming more of a good thing to counter the possibility of consuming too much of a bad thing? Might ad readers have assumed that since blends had fewer side effects they could drink more of them? If so, they would join the legions of American consumers who love to be told they can have their cake and eat it, too. They wouldn't be too different from dieters who convince themselves that just one more fat-free cookie or serving of low-sugar ice cream couldn't possibly do any harm -or from steak lovers who embrace the fiction that chasing the steak with a broccoli "fat burner" will erase the meat's artery-clogging effects. In this respect Seagram's promise to deliver pleasure without repercussions was hardly unusual. Much like artificial sweetener makers, who promised consumers sweet indulgence without the caloric toll, American businesses have long worked marketing magic by telling consumers what they want to hear. 52 The emphasis in Seagram's advertising on avoiding negative side effects amplified well-established narratives about how drinking could both enhance and harm one's reputation. At stake were ideas about what constituted business success, personal honor, mental acuity, and physical vigor. If drinking threatened any of these masculine virtues, drinking threatened to undermine the very essence of what constituted a successful middle-class man. This was not unlike the dilemma that confronted midwestern saloongoers in the nineteenth century, who, as historian Elaine Frantz Parsons has shown, struggled to "reconcile saloon culture with their own standards of proper manhood." Although drinking -and the ability to hold one's liquor -affirmed a man's virility, drinking to excess threatened men's ability to control their own bodies and preserve their standing as providers, property owners, and autonomous decision makers. 53 Nor was "drunken comportment," historian Lori Rotskoff writes, permissible for middle-class men with "upwardly mobile class aspirations," either before or after Prohibition. While socializing over drinks could yield valuable business contacts or cement relationships with clients, excessive drinking could ruin a man's prospects for success as a businessman and as a family provider.
54
Psychoactive commodities like tranquilizers and whiskey have often proved challenging to mass market because their ability to destabilize the male body (by dulling men's alertness and competitive drive) also raised concerns about their potential to destabilize masculine gender identities. Advertisers attempted to resolve this dilemma by recasting such commodities as facilitators of masculine success. 55 Seagram addressed anxieties about alcohol's ability to imperil a man's reputation in a series of newspaper ads that appeared in 1935 and 1936. The taglines "Think of Tomorrow" and "Clear Heads Call for Calvert" succinctly summarized the ads' main message: middle-class men who drank blended whiskies could enjoy the evening and still be ready for a hard day's work the next day. One such ad conveyed the point simply with a photograph of a squirrel, a visual metaphor for awaking bright-eyed and bushy tailed after an evening of drinking. Another featured a rhyme-spinning "Wise Old" Owl counseling moderation: "Sup and sip in moderation. And thus preserve your reputation." 56 Even as Seagram's "Think of Tomorrow" ads encouraged moderation, however, a subtle undercurrent suggested that reputation and masculine identity hinged as much on drinking whiskey as it did on not drinking too much. "Lots of people who 'headline' at parties, get up the next day feeling like bad news," a Calvert ad observed ( Figure 5 ). Not so the publisher who drank at the Press Club the previous evening, but "scooped every paper in town this morning." Ad readers could safely assume that the publisher got the scoop, thanks in part to his extensive and well-greased network of contacts maintained through social drinking. 57 Successfully mixing business and pleasure required "gentlemanly restraint," of course, but it also required savvy about what kinds of drinks to order and how to drink them. The ads cautioned against the potentially risky practice of "mixing drinks" -without clarifying whether men should avoid cocktails or simply stick to the same type of alcohol or brand of whiskey -and instead advised men to drink only Calvert, "the Whiskey that never wears out a Welcome." The promise of never wearing out a welcome seemed to apply both to the whiskey and the whiskey drinker. Calvert drinkers, the ad implied, avoided whiskey's nasty side effects and the potential embarrassment of appearing drunk. The ad nodded approvingly of the man who "didn't get in until 3 A.M." yet still managed to "drive a shrewd bargain" the next day. Men who approached drinking with the same managerial discipline they displayed in business could pull off such feats of late-night drinking. It all came down to careful self-management and selecting the right whiskey: "Get a little system into your drinking, and a little less drinking into your system."
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Just how much drinking qualified as getting "a little less drinking into your system," however, remained unclear. As long as the next drink was another Calvert, drinkers could still take pride in having exercised both good judgment and good taste. Drinkers need not refuse another Calvert, fearing that it might interfere with the next day's work. In one of the "Think of Tomorrow!" ads, when a guest turned down another drink, the host insisted, "Oh, it's barely midnight, Bob. Another CALVERT won't let you down." The injunction to "Think of Tomorrow!" was at once a warning about the consequences of excessive drinking and an invitation to drink more of the right kind of whiskey, "the Whiskey that never wears out a Welcome."
Another set of ads in the "Clear Heads Call for Calvert" series played on male anxieties about protecting their reputation in subtler yet even more subversive ways. At first glance, the ads read as a standard promotion of brand quality. Whiskey lovers seeking a "highly refined" whiskey will enjoy Calvert whiskey, the ads asserted, because "protective blending protects the flavor and good taste." This, no doubt, was the dominant intended reading. Why then did the ads compare Calvert blended whiskies to the "protective blending" that camouflages animals from hunters and animal predators? Why attract the readers' attention with colorful drawings of mallard ducks blending into rushes and the Cinnamon Bear blending into foliage and fallen branches?
59 Unlike the banned Adirondacks study ads, which directly claimed that blended whiskies protected drinkers against hangovers and next-day jitters, the "protective blending" ads alluded to similar effects metaphorically. Whiskey drinkers who read the ads against the grain might have assumed, more subversively, that Calvert would help them camouflage excessive drinking. They might have concluded that by helping to disguise a hangover -or at least minimize one -drinking a "protective blend" would also protect and safeguard their reputation ( Figure 6 ).
Arriving at such conclusions did not require that much of an imaginative leap. For one, during the interwar years Americans encountered numerous ads touting the health benefits of vitamins and vitamin-infused "protective" foods that safeguarded against illness. 60 The concept of "protective blends" traded on such positive associations. More importantly, Prohibition had acculturated American consumers to veiled drug references in advertising for seemingly innocuous products. California grape producers sold juice in kegs and packages of pressed grapes called "wine bricks" with "a yeast pill to start fermentation and a printed warning not to use it 'because if you do, this will turn into wine, which would be illegal.'" The makers of the Vino Sano Grape Brick brand could not have winked more conspicuously when they instructed consumers to add 1 ⁄10 percent Benzoate of Soda to prevent fermentation. 61 Although Anheuser Busch marketed Budweiser Yeast and Budweiser Malt Syrup separately for use in baked goods, consumers quickly figured out that the two in combination yielded a different sort of consumer delight. 62 Many Americans reared amid Prohibition-era hypocrisies had grown accustomed to reading between the lines.
If not stated outright, Seagram's advertising at least implied that blended whiskey could rescue a man's reputation -by assuring clear-headedness the morning after, by masking consumer excess, and by conferring respectability on its users. While some men worried about protecting their reputation, others sought to enhance it, and Seagram's advertising suggested that whiskey drinking could do just the trick. A new series of ads for Seagram 5 Crown Whiskey, which ran in such mainstream magazines as Collier's, Liberty, and Red Book during 1940 and 1941, identified savvy whiskey drinkers as respectable middle-class men with middlebrow tastes for golf, fishing, bridge, and photography, and other leisure activities. As quintessential middlebrow consumers, such men were as eager to hone their skills as sportsmen and sophisticated spectators as they were to acquire expertise in mixing a good drink. A sidebar titled "Here's How to Pass Your 1941 'Bar' Exams" suggested that possessing the knowhow and finesse to make a variety of cocktails had become an expected component of the managerial elite's skill set. 63 At a bare minimum, popular hosts should have mastered the recipes for a Crown Collins, Manhattan, Whiskey Sour, Old Fashioned, and Eggnog.
Seagram cemented cocktail-making knowhow in middlebrow culture by associating its acquisition with other middlebrow pursuits. Golf pro Sam Snead, for example, instructed ad readers how to achieve a smooth swing, while a sidebar taught them "how to swing over to smoother drinks." In other Seagram ads noted photographer Victor Keppler taught ad readers how to "Make Better Pictures!"; fishing and hunting expert Bob Edge shared advice on "How to Get More Fun Out of Fishing"; and bridge expert Ely Culbertson offered tips on bridge etiquette and winning bridge plays. 64 Culbertson's bridge tips most evocatively captured the dramatic post-Repeal transformation of whiskey from a public menace to a domesticated pleasure for gentlemen. Once a symbol of the rough, ill-mannered masculinity of saloon, where men gambled on card games and indulged other vices, whiskey had become a symbol of masculine respectability, a suitable drink for men of achievement and carefully honed reputations.
conclusIon In a retrospective assessment of their nearly fifty-year-old moderation campaign, Seagram judged the campaign a success on at least one important count: the moderation ads had managed to "tread the line between sincerity and hypocrisy."
65 That assessment partly holds up to closer inspection. Cynics might question Seagram's sincerity when the company defined whiskey as a luxury not a necessity, reminded drinkers of their responsibility not to drink while driving or hunting, and shunned excessive drinkers as a public nuisance and an embarrassment to themselves, but in doing so Seagram was, by its own admission, acting in the company's self-interest. In light of public opinion polls showing that one-third of Americans favored the return of national Prohibition, Seagram understood that failing to demonstrate its social responsibility would have risked regulatory backlash. 66 Seagram stretched the limits of its credibility, however, when Seagram joined its message of moderation to its quest to promote the virtues of blended whiskey, a product category with which many were unfamiliar shortly after repeal. In the 1930s and early 1940s Seagram landed on the hypocrisy side of the dividing line when it touted blended whiskey as a form of alcohol that could help drinkers minimize some of the hazards of excessive drinking. Although Seagram never claimed, as the brewers and vintners did, that their products were the "beverages of true temperance," the company did promote its 90-proof blends as a "lighter" alcoholic beverage and superior alternative to harsh straights. Ironically, during the first decade after repeal, even a blended whiskey house joined vintners and brewers in promoting their products as the genteel alternative to "hard whiskey."
Seagram's greater achievement perhaps was not in delicately treading the line between sincerity and hypocrisy, but in getting consumers to recognize that the tension between sincerity and hypocrisy was one they had to resolve within themselves. Consumers who read the moderation ads could acknowledge the industry's attempt to honor its social responsibility even as they winked back at the industry's invitation to enjoy the various altered states -that "friendly feeling" and "glowing [inner] comfort" -that whiskey produced. Mac Shoub, who headed the Canadian market research firm that handled Seagram's moderation account, noted precisely this psychological dynamic in 1980, when he assessed the moderation campaign's impact on Canadian drinking habits: "At the moment, most people seem perfectly able to applaud the virtues of moderation without undertaking to vigorously apply themselves towards changing their habits. (This is less a cynical observation than a realistic understanding of human nature.)" 67 Put another way, North American consumers might credit Seagram for having performed its due diligence, and in so doing accept that individual responsibility picks up where corporate social responsibility leaves off. This, perhaps, was the moderation campaign's ultimate victory: it shifted responsibility for treading the line between sincerity and hypocrisy from the industry to individual consumers. Consumers could appreciate the virtues of moderation but blame themselves when they failed to avoid one too many. Having learned to tolerate a certain amount of hypocrisy within themselves, consumers might even decide to cut the alcoholic beverage industry some slack for its hypocrisies.
The dividing line between just enough and one too many can be exceedingly difficult to find, especially when the ethic of individual responsibility leaves it to consumers to master their own desires. Ironically, as historian Allan Brandt has observed, the cultural salience of individual responsibility has intensified even as new understandings of addiction have absolved smokers, drinkers, and gamblers of some of the responsibility for their excesses. Although Americans "seem increasingly aware of the powerful corporate forces in modern societies that subtly and not so subtly shape opinion, behavior, and action," Brandt writes, Americans "need to believe that we can and must assert individual will over these forces." 68 Increasingly, the burden for protecting the public against harm has shifted from the corporation to individual consumers. This is partly a legacy of Pro-hibition itself and the deep suspicion it engendered toward public policies that overly restrict individual choice in the name of the public interest. Instead of heavy-handed regulations, such as Prohibition, governing authorities have often embraced paternalistic policies to encourage consumers to make the "right" choices. After repeal, many of the new state liquor authorities limited when and where consumers could buy alcohol and how much they could purchase. Even in the most restrictive states, however, motivated consumers could buy and stockpile plenty of alcohol, despite regulations that aimed to make such purchases inconvenient. More recently, policymakers have embraced a softer kind of paternalism -sometimes referred to as "libertarian paternalism" or "avuncular paternalism" -that seeks to help consumers answer to the better angels of their natures without unduly compromising freedom of consumer choice. Compulsive gamblers in Missouri, for example, can bar themselves from Missouri's riverboat casinos, knowing they would face arrest for trespassing if they violated their self-imposed ban. 69 Politicians, egged on by the Center for Science in the Public Interest and other consumer organizations, periodically propose sin taxes on snacks and soft drinks to discourage unhealthy eating habits. Fast food chains, now legally required to enumerate fat grams and calorie contents on their menus, tout their salad bars as evidence that they, too, are doing their part to contain rising obesity rates -never mind the shockingly caloric dressings at the end of the salad bar. Such displays of corporate social responsibility are a small price to pay when the overall consuming environment often overwhelms consumers' good intentions with seductive smells and alluring displays. Old habits die hard -and in no small part because industries continue to entice us to excess even as they preach the gospel of "all good things in moderation."
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